The Dean’s Honour Roll recognises outstanding academic excellence in a student’s program of study within the business, economics and law schools.

The Dean’s Honour Roll is awarded to the top 10 per cent of students graduating from business, economics and law undergraduate programs (excluding the LLB) and master’s programs. For students in a dual degree with the LLB or another faculty, only the courses which apply toward the non-LLB BEL component of the dual program are considered.

- Professor Andrew Griffiths, Executive Dean, Faculty of Business, Economics and Law
- Professor Julie Cogin, Head, UQ Business School
- Professor Daniel Zizzo, Head, School of Economics
- Professor Patrick Parkinson AM, Head, TC Beirne School of Law

IN RECOGNITION OF OUTSTANDING ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT IN AN UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
Alexander CHOU
Victoria KOH
Nicolas Luke Tsun Yang Lai
Yi LIU
Zhi Jia YANG

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT/BACHELOR OF ARTS
Raashi AGARWAL
Christopher CARTER

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT/BACHELOR OF COMMERCE
Caed JOLLY
Adam WONG

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT/BACHELOR OF LAWS
Sarah CONNOLLY
Philippa ROBINSON

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT/BACHELOR OF LAWS (HONOURS)
Ryan PIESZKO

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT/BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Alexander RAYNER-BARNES

BACHELOR OF COMMERCE
Kailee COSTELLO
Wanzhao HE
Robert HICKSON
Olivia ISGRO
Li Min KHONG
Su Lin LEE
Kai Xin LIAU
Zijie LIN
Jin Rong LIU
Nur Amirah Adlina MOHD NOOR
Axel Ng
Rupert Ng
Rong PENG
Marianne RADOVAN
Wei Leong SiN
Siqi WANG
Alexander WANG
Keng Ho Leslie WEE
Hoong Jack WONG
Hongzhi XIE
Lingdan YU
Jialin ZHENG

BACHELOR OF COMMERCE/BACHELOR OF ARTS
Kyuree KIM
Tina YAU

BACHELOR OF COMMERCE/BACHELOR OF ECONOMICS
Lewis BANKS
Brooke DAVIES
Mairaed DAVIS
Cameron FORSYTH
Georgia MULVENY
Chun Hei Alfie NG
Brigid OLIVER
Alexander REIG
Elena RYAN

BACHELOR OF COMMERCE/BACHELOR OF LAWS
Liam BROSNAN
Andrew CAO
Angus DICK
Phillip SHAW

BACHELOR OF COMMERCE/BACHELOR OF LAWS (HONOURS)
James KEIR

BACHELOR OF COMMERCE/BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Timothy GOOD

BACHELOR OF ECONOMICS/BACHELOR OF ARTS
Michael BURTT
Katlin TILLY

BACHELOR OF ECONOMICS/BACHELOR OF LAWS
Cameron BUSCH
Prateek CHOUHDARY
Nicholas MONROE

BACHELOR OF ECONOMICS/BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Connor ST CLAIR

BACHELOR OF ENGINEERING (HONOURS)/BACHELOR OF COMMERCE
Reegan BROWN
Calvin ZHANG

BACHELOR OF ENGINEERING (HONOURS)/BACHELOR OF ECONOMICS
Ben BRUNCKHORST

BACHELOR OF ENGINEERING/BACHELOR OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
Qian CHANG

BACHELOR OF ENGINEERING/BACHELOR OF COMMERCE
Maxwell BUCKLEY
Alexander TOD

BACHELOR OF EXERCISE AND SPORT SCIENCES/BACHELOR OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
Daniel FOULKES

BACHELOR OF INTERNATIONAL HOTEL AND TOURISM MANAGEMENT
Chih-Yuan CHAN
Ziping CHEN
Yue Qing HUANG
Jeremy Boo Yeang KOO
Ruiyang Ni
Yam Yi YUNGE

BACHELOR OF MATHEMATICS/BACHELOR OF COMMERCE
Brody MACGINLEY

DEAN’S HONOUR ROLL
Business, Economics and Law
Semester 1, 2018
The Dean’s Honour Roll recognises outstanding academic excellence in a student’s program of study within the business, economics and law schools.

The Dean’s Honour Roll is awarded to the top 10 per cent of students graduating from business, economics and law undergraduate programs (excluding the LLB) and master’s programs.

For students in a dual degree with the LLB or another faculty, only the courses which apply toward the non-LLB BEL component of the dual program are considered.

IN RECOGNITION OF OUTSTANDING ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT IN A POSTGRADUATE PROGRAM

MASTER OF BUSINESS
Marielle ALLAN
Melissa CROSS
Austin HAWKINS
Callum HICKEY
Kerstin KLEIN

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Alex BARRY
Graham BARTEL
Virgilio BAY
Kate BENNETT
Ricky DAVIDSON
Amy GIBSON
Bianca GOEBEL
Cameron HEMMING
Karen KNIGHT
Rafiq LADHA
Simon MONTGOMERY
Jeremy MOORE
Matthew MYERS
Yograinsinh Bhupatsinh SAGAR
Christopher STEINER
Juan SUAREZ BARRETO
Daniel YATES

MASTER OF COMMERCE
Megan BLAKE
Jiadong DING
XiaoYi GONG
Rongjion GUAN
Zhebin HONG
Natalie KENNY
Sinning LAU
Muqian LI
I-Hsueh LI
Pu MA
Wei MO
Yuwen SHU
Junjie WEI
Meng WEI
Daniel WILCOX
Xi YANG
Yangjie ZHANG
Zhihao ZHAO

MASTER OF ECONOMICS
Eeshaan Anil MARDIKAR
Kelly PRENITICE
Yumeng TONG

MASTER OF ECONOMICS AND PUBLIC POLICY
Yue DONG

MASTER OF GLOBAL MANAGEMENT
Claudia ALIBRANDI
Linda DRECHSEL
Alix Noel GROSSE
Haavard Schjelderup
HAALAND
Alexandre LANCELIN
Mathilde Flora Clotilde MOREAU

MASTER OF HEALTH ECONOMICS
Alexander BUCKMASTER
Megan MCCORMACK
Tianjiao WANG
Shina ZHANG

MASTER OF INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS AND FINANCE
Alicia Anisha BUBB
Hoang Anh Thu CHAU
GuoLiang CHENG
Thu DOAN
Dandan GAO
Pik Man LAM
Jarrod LAVERY
ZiJun MO
Abhishek RAMAKRISHNAN
Jing Anh Thu WU
YiYao YANG

MASTER OF LAWS
Cassandra HEILBRONN
Thomas PEPPER
Lion RILEY
Susanna SLAWINSKI

MASTER OF PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Erdenejargal OCHIRBAT

MASTER OF TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION MANAGEMENT
Santiago BARRERA RAMIREZ
Alexander SMITH

MASTER OF TOURISM, HOTEL AND EVENT MANAGEMENT
Syma AHMED